Abstract-Dimensionality reduction of a feature set is a usual pre-processing step used for classification applications to improve their accuracy with a small and appropriate feature subset. In this article, a new hybrid of ant colony optimization (ACO) and genetic algorithm (GAs) as a feature selector, and support vector machine as a classifier are integrated effectively. Based on the combination of the fast global search ability of GA and the positive feedback mechanism of ACO, a novel algorithm was proposed in the domain of feature selection. Experiments show that the proposed feature selection can achieve better performance than that the normal GA and ACO does. We tested this method on the extracted features of ten common Persian fonts. The result shows it has affected slightly better on the performance. Furthermore, number of features decreased to almost half of the original feature number after this pre-processing step.
I. INTRODUCTION
Pattern classification is the task of classifying any given input feature vector into pre-defined set of classes. Irrelevant and redundant features increase the size of search space which consequently led to increase the time of classification and make generalization more difficult. In addition, the more features increase the risk of over fitting [1] . This large dimensionality (each feature is a separate dimension) is a major problem in machine learning and data mining.
The selection of features which are used for classification could have an impact on the accuracy of the classification and the computational time, training data set requirements, and implementation costs associated with the classification. Selecting the optimal feature subset is proven to be an NPcomplete problem [2] . Three approaches of feature subset selection are filter, wrapper and hybrid approaches. One of the sub-categories of wrapper approach is "random search" which include meta-heuristic methods such as genetic algorithm, simulated annealing, ant colony, and hybrid of them [3] . Tahereh Pourhabibi is with the Computer Engineering Department, Alzahra University, Tehran, Iran (e-mail: tahereh.pourhabibi@student.alzahra.ac.ir).
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Ant colony optimization [4] is used to solve discrete combinatorial optimization problems [5] . ACO has been used as a search procedure for selecting features [6] [7] .
Genetic algorithms are search methods that take their inspiration from natural selection. One of the applications of GA optimization is in feature selection.
In this paper, we present a novel hybrid algorithm according to the ACO and GA for selection of optimal feature subsets. Proposed algorithm is applied to the extracted features of Persian common font dataset. The classifier which is used to classify these dataset and to compute feature selection performance is SVM with RBF kernel.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: a brief overview of related researches in Persian font recognition and feature selection approaches is in Section II. Selection III presents an overview of ant colony optimization and its application in feature selection. Genetic algorithm is addressed in section IV. Section V describes the proposed hybrid algorithm of GA and ACO in feature selection. Feature extraction method for font recognition and experimental result are reported in section VI and VII, followed by conclusions in Section VIII.
II. RELATED RESEARCH
In following sub-section, we'll talk about related researches in font recognition, especially in Persian language. After that, some feature selection approaches will be presented.
A. Font Recognition
Despite of the obvious importance of automatic font recognition, inappreciable font recognition researches in English, Spanish, Korean and Japanese have been done [8] [9] [10] . As well as, in Persian font recognition fewer investigations have been done.
In [11] , 24 Gabor filters in four scales and six directions were used for classification of 20 common Persian font types. In [12] , 10 font types of 7 different sizes and 4 different types were used and feature extraction technique was based on the first and second order moment. In [13] , global typographical features based on Gabor filters are used to extract the features. In another recent research, features obtained from Sobel and Roberts matrix. This method attains better result than other methods mentioned in Persian fonts recognition [14] .
B. Feature Selection Approaches
The best subset contains the least number of features that most contribute to accuracy. The whole search space for optimization contains all possible subsets of features, meaning that its size is: 2 n , where n is the dimensionality.
Therefore, this search for an optimal set of attributes would be time-consuming and computationally expensive if n is large. Three categories of optimal feature subset selection are as follows [1] : Filter approaches: In this approach undesirable attributes are filtered out of the data before classification begins.
Wrapper approach: In this approach, feature selection is "wrapped" in a learning algorithm. It generates various subsets of features, and then a specific classification is applied to evaluate accuracy of these subsets. Wrapper methods can broadly be classified into two categories: greedy methods and randomized methods which contain ant colony optimization, genetic algorithm [15] , and particle swarm optimization (PSO) [16] .
Embedded approach: The idea behind the hybrid method is that filter methods are applied to select a feature pool at first and then the wrapper method is used to find the optimal subset of features from the selected feature pool.
Development of an accurate and fast search algorithm for the selection of optimal feature subset is an open issue.
III. ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION
Ant colony is a part of swarm intelligence approach that has been successfully used in the general purpose optimization technique. ACO which is a randomized search method based on the foraging behavior of some ant species [17] . These ants deposit same amount of pheromone on their paths in order to mark some favorable path that should be followed by other members of the colony, so shorter paths will receive more pheromone per time unit. In addition, the amount of pheromone on each path decreases as time passes because of evaporation. Therefore, longer paths lose their pheromone intensity and become less favorable over time.
ACO has been successfully applied in the selection of optimal minimal subset of feature. ACO algorithms can be used in any optimization problem, if the following aspects are provided [18] :
Graph Construction: The problem needs to be represented in a shape of graph, i.e. nodes represent features, and the edges between them denote the choice of the next feature. Nodes are fully connected. The search for the optimal feature subset is an ant traversal through the graph in which the minimum number of nodes is visited [19] .
Solution construction: Each ant starts randomly chosen start feature and in each iteration adds an unvisited feature to its partial tour. At each step, each ant constructs a solution. Then each ant will share its solution feedback with the entire colony by updating a global data structure called the pheromone matrix. This data structure simulates the pheromone trails. Each entry in the pheromone matrix shows the desirability of each solution component. At the end of each iteration, the pheromone associated with each solution component is reinforced based on the quality of the solution that comprises the particular solution component. In subsequent iterations, ants will use the pheromone intensities of available solution components to guide solution construction. As a result of repeated pheromone reinforcements, a subset of solution components will emerge to have pheromone intensities much higher than the others.
At this point, ants will construct identical or nearly identical solutions using these highly desirable components. The solution construction terminates when it can satisfy the stopping criterion (e.g. suitably high classification accuracy has been achieved) [20] .
Pheromone trails and heuristic information: Let S be a set of given N features, and ( ) f τ be the pheromone level (desirability measure) of feature f to be in the selected subset of features s where s S ⊂ . Initially, the desirability of each feature will be the same, but the desirability of those features which are more important, increases in each step. [21] .
Here we used F-score as heuristic information. Eq.(1) defines the F-score of the i th feature. The goal of this optimization algorithm is to minimize the classification error in predicting the output. In this hybrid approach, the role of each ant is to build a solution subset. The ''ants'' build solutions applying a probabilistic decision policy to choose next node. In this case each subset of feature represents a state. The state transition rules help ants to select features using the pheromone trail and the heuristic value. Each ant chooses a particular feature by maximizing a product of these two parameters [21] .
An ant chooses a feature as follows:
where k J is the set of feasible features that can be added to the partial solution; 0 α ≥ and 0 β ≥ are two parameters that determine the importance of the pheromone value and heuristic desirability.
Pheromone update rule: In AS rank , which is used in this research, each ant deposits an amount of pheromone that decreases with its rank. Additionally, the best-so-far ant Δτ is multiplied by w); the r -th best ant of the current iteration contributes to 
where
The pheromone is updated according to both the measure of the goodness of the ant's feature subset γ ′ and the size of the subset itself [23] .
IV. GENETIC ALGORITHM GA Techniques based on the very fundamental principles of evolution are known as evolutionary algorithms (EAs). Their search starts from population of solutions (vectors). Here, if a particular attribute is selected in a vector, a '1' is assigned to it. Conversely, for an attribute that is not included in selected subset, a '0' is assigned to it. The vectors of initial population are filled randomly. After that, the fitness value of each vector has to be computed according to appropriate fitness function that reflects its worth in relation to the desired goal. Then the iteration of reproducing the new population will begin and a typical series of operations carried out in these iterations such as parent selection, crossover and mutation. At each step, some condition such as the number of iteration and the performance of the classifier is checked and if none of them is met, the procedure reproduce new population.
V. PROPOSED FEATURE SELECTION ALGORITHM
The pseudo code of proposed algorithm is presented in Fig.  1 .
The best solution may be generated by either ACO or GA. Therefore, ACO can utilize the GA's cross-over and mutation operations. This leads to the exploration of ants around the optimal solution in next iterations. After updating pheromone, the process iterates once more.
Another improvement is to integrate the selection, crossover and mutation operators into the ACO, which leads it converges more quickly.
Furthermore, in this algorithm the better results can be kept for use of GA in next iteration, and the GA operators can be used for them. It helps to have a better population comprising the random chromosomes and k-better results of previous iteration. Furthermore, the GA is much faster than ACO. So that new algorithm can utilize of its speed.
VI. FEATURE EXTRACTION
For experimental studies we have used ten common Persian fonts database [14] . This database contains 5000 font images from 10 different fonts. So, the number of images for each font in our experiments is 500. Fig. 2 shows some samples images of this database.
Feature extraction technique based on wavelet was used. Applying a gridding approach we divide each texture of size 128*128 into 16 sub blocks of size 32*32 and combined wavelet energy and wavelet packet energy features of each sub block to obtain a feature vector.
In the 2-D case, the wavelet transform is usually performed by applying a separable filter bank to the image. The wavelet decomposition of a 2-D image can be obtained by performing the filtering consecutively along horizontal and vertical directions.
Input: Dataset Input for ACO: number of ants and ACO's parameters (α,β,p and r) Input for GA: number of chromosomes, total iteration, crossover and mutation rate Output: selected subset features 1: Set the same value for pheromone and heuristic information (Eq. Where K is the total wavelet decomposition level and
are the wavelet coefficient in horizontal, vertical and diagonals direction, respectively.
Wavelet packet transform recursively decomposes the high-frequency components, thus constructing a tree-structured multiband extension of the wavelet transform. An image of a square local area is decomposed and related wavelet packet coefficients are extracted, then the following averaged energy is calculated: ( , ) s i j denotes the wavelet coefficients of a feature sub image in the N×N window centered at pixel ( , ) i j [24] . Here, the length of this feature vector is 368.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
In this step, we have applied proposed algorithm to the extracted feature of previous step. In this algorithm various parameters for leading to better result are tested and the best parameters are as follows: α=1, β=0.2, ρ=0.2, the initial pheromone intensity of each feature is equal to 1, the number of Ant in every iteration m=10, the maximum number of iterations is100, the number of ant that is selected for AS rank r=10, and parameters for GA are number of population equal to 50, crossover rate is 0.5, mutation rate is 0.02, and the number of iteration of the GA is 100.
This program is run in Matlab 7.6.0 on PC with core 2 duo 2.5 GHz CPU and 3 GB of RAM.
During feature selection, SVM classifier with RBF kernel is used as a feedback of the classifier in selected features.
The results of this step are summarized in a figure 2 and Table I .
In Table I , the classification accuracy without feature selection is an average of 5-fold cross validation method. In addition, it's clear that our proposed feature selection is more efficient than ACO and GA. In this comparison GA and ACO were run separately.
In Table II , we compare the existing methods in Persian font recognition with our feature extraction and feature selection approach. A comparisons show that after our feature selection, Persian classification has higher accuracy and the number of features become almost one second of original feature length. Therefore it affects the total time for feature extraction, which is another contribution of this work. 
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have presented a novel algorithm that combines the strengths of two well known algorithms to select the optimal feature subsets from features of Persian font images. This algorithm is a hybrid of a number of ACO and GA, and SVM as a classifier. ACO and GA help each other to improve the speed of their convergence, i.e. ACO uses the better result of GA to update its pheromone and GA applies the better result of ACO beside its initial random population. We have used this algorithm on wavelet packet energy as extracted features of common Persian font recognition. In this application a proposed feature selection could improve speed and classifier accuracy. Furthermore, the number of features becomes nearly half of the original feature number.
